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respiratory and circulatory organs, and also at
times with digitalin and hyoscine. Only two of
the cases in which it has been used have termin¬
ated unfavorably. In the first it stopped the
convulsions; but they recurred, and cerebral
haemorrhage complicated the case. In the second
case it was given,as were all the drugs mentioned,
the only measures attended with any success be¬
ing the administration of ether and chloroform,
until there was complete muscular relaxation;
and in this case the patient died suddenly, while
in a fit, from haemorrhage into the medulla. In
several of the cases, conine and a small amount
of morphine have been the only drugs used.
Although it failed to control the convulsions in
one case, yet it has been the most successful
method of treatment tried, and its results encour¬
age us to believe that it will succeed in the ma¬jority of cases of status epilepticus.
2. The exhaustion of the patient gives the
second indication for treatment. In almost every
case of status epilepticus, before the convulsions
can be controlled there are evidences of physicalfailure; the pulse is rapid and weak, the respira¬
tion shallow and increased in rapidity, the tem¬
perature raised several degrees above normal,
and a profuse perspiration covers the body, all of
which call for immediate treatment in order to
carry the patient through the dangerous period.The condition of the patient usually prevents the
administration of food or medicine by the mouth,
although if introduced into the stomach they will
be retained. To fulfill this indication, we have
introduced two methods: i. The hypodermic use
of such agents as atropine, digitalin, spt. frumenti
and quinine sulph.; and 2, the introduction of
milk, eggs and stimulants into the stomach by
means of the nasal and stomach tubes, on account
of the inability to swallow; artificial introduction
of food into the stomach being especially calledfor in cases in which the stupid or excited periods
are of several days' duration.
The conclusions drawn from this paper are as
follows:
1. On account of its association with epilepsy,
status epilepticus should not be considered a dis¬
tinct disease, but merely a climax of the neurosis.
2. It consists of two stages: 1. A convulsive,
and 2, a comatose, though the latter is some¬
times replaced by a period of maniacal excite¬
ment.
3. That there is no demonstrable lesion causa¬
tive of the status.
4. That the prognosis is unfavorable.
5. That the treatment is in a measure symp¬
tomatic, but considerable reliance can be placed
upon the hypodermic use of the hydrobromates
of hyoscine or conine combined with the sulphate
of morphine.
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It is interesting to notice how much we are
given to the habit of grading and estimating oth¬
ers in society. We are continually engaged in
this kind of work, and we consider the opinions
we have of our acquaintances and associates as
very valuable items of information. So intuitive
and instinctive is this kind of work that we do
it unconsciously, as it were ; and as soon as we
make an acquaintance, we find ourselves silently
estimating and classifying him.
The two particulars in which we generally con¬
sider it very important to estimate others are,
first, their intellectual ability ; and secondly,
their ethical sense. We call these " mental and
moral qualities," and recognize that they are
more or less distinct and separate. .
In common with all other living beings, man
lives in competitive life ; and so fundamental and
continuous, from the earliest existence of life in
the world, has been the necessity of alertness
and observation in order to survival and continu¬
ance, that man, in common with all other sen¬
tient beings, has acquired a constant sense of in¬
security on account of rivalry. We are all born
with an instinctive knowledge of this fact. It
haunts us from our earliest consciousness, and it
follows us all through life. By highly advanced
and improved brain capacity, and by suppression
of rival species, man has so widened the distance
between himself and lower grades that, compar¬
atively, he recognizes little danger from that di¬
rection. His principal rival is his fellow-man.
It is this instinctive sense of insecurity on ac¬
count of rivalry, that begets the instinctive habit
in us of grading and estimating our fellows.
We wish to know at once how formidable a
competitor our new acquaintance will prove,
hence we promptly grade him in intellectual
ability ; and we wish to know whether he will
conduct his competitions or associations with us
in accordance with established and advanced
rules of decorum and propriety—hence, with
equal promptness, we grade him in ethical sense.
By the long progress of practice, we have be¬
come exceedingly expert in this kind of work.
Some boast they can frame an opinion from as
slender a foundation as expression of face, the
cut of the eye, the step on the pavement, the
handwriting, the tone of voice, or style of dress.
Of course such expressions are exaggerations,
still they show how adept we have become, and
how much we value such information.
As we estimate men in these particulars, we
grade them into types, from the lowest savage,
who is both very ignorant and very immoral, to
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the highest civilized, who is both highly intelli¬
gent and highly moral. Between these extremes
there is every conceivable grade, variety and
type.
In the gradual rise of man from the state of
savagery to that of civilization, his steady prog¬
ress is occasioned by and marked by gradual im¬
provement in both these particulars. There is a
steady improvement in him of intelligence, and
a steady improvement in him of ethical sense.
We readily recognize that the person who suc¬
ceeds and excels is the intelligent one. He sur¬
passes others in the competitions of active soci¬
ety. Intelligence is very plainly a double quali¬
fication. I would divide it into two parts : the
inherent brain-ability of the person to think—
intelligence, and the acquisitions he has made by
thinking—knowledge. Ability to think is by far
the most important, and whatever tends to im¬
prove or lower this qualification of the person
tends to raise or lower his amount of knowledge,
and his chances for success in the world. The
person with à high order of brain capacity can
and does acquire knowledge as the occasion re¬
quires. By intelligence, therefore, I mean ca¬
pacity to think and knowledge combined.
In the slow and gradual advance of man,
through generations, from a savage condition to
a highly civilized one, it is the gradually increas¬
ing necessities occasioned by the competitions of
a more and more complex society, that force him,
in order to avoid suppression and elimination, to
steadily improve his brain ability to think. The
elimination of those least fit in brain capacity,
and the survival of the more fit, is the natural
method of gradual improvement in humanity.
The original source of improved capacity and of
accumulated knowledge, that is, of intelligence
in the world, is therefore competitive life, and it
is very easy to trace back all varieties of intel¬
lectual ability to the gradually acquired brain
capacity that has been the result of the struggles
for existence and for ascendency, carried into the
more and more complex and refined methods and
habits of advanced society.
As society advances, we notice that not only
is there an advance in intellectual qualifications
—in ability to think—but almost pari passu with
this line of capacity, there also is acquired an¬
other habit of thought, namely, an ethical sense.
As soon as human society begins to grow com¬
plex, then arises the public necessity that the
competitions of its membership shall be regulated.
Families, communities and races soon become
themselves aggregated into wholes, individual¬
ized, because they become competitors with other
families, communities and races, and public good
demands that the internal rivalries of their mem¬
bers shall be so harmonized and so adjusted to
each other as to subserve general welfare. Pub¬
lic safety demands ethical observances, and a
large proportion of the efforts and powers of so¬
ciety are spent in the inculcation of rules of con¬
duct that relate to public good; in this the rules,
laws and government of society, with the moral
sentiment and public opinion that back them, as
men become intelligent, become of a higher and
higher grade, until those that harmonize and
adjust the associations and competitions of the
most advanced society are reached.
For these reasons the individual member of
advancing society, besides becoming by compet¬
itive practice more and more capable intellectu¬
ally, at the same time, becomes more and more
habituated in the performance of ethical obser¬
vances. The habit of adjusting conduct ethi¬
cally, that is, according to established rules of
society and the rights and wishes of others, be¬
comes more and more fixed as a trait of character.
My object in this sort of observation is to draw
attention to the fact that the tests by which wTe
grade and classify our fellows—their intellectual
and ethical abilities—are the results of the grad¬
ual practice and exercise to which men have been
submitted through generations on generations of
advancing, developing existence.
A most advanced man, therefore, is he who
has such intellectual ability to think, that he can
so understand the complexities of advanced soci¬
ety as to be able to formulate and promulgate the
highest and best rules of conduct, and has such
an ethical habit inherent in him that he holds
true by an educated conscience in the observance
of them.
The highest type of man, in short, is he who
has the highest intellectual sense, coupled with
the highest ethical sense.
Brain strength, like muscle strength, is the
result of previous practice and exercise. All-
round ability is the result of all-round work, and
specialized accomplishments are the results oí
special kinds of practice. In brain-work, as in
muscle-work, the exercise, in order to be im¬
proving, must reach the degree of being effort.
Unless there is a constant sense of effort in mus¬
cle-work, muscle strength does not improve; the
same is the case in brain-work. Brain work is
therefore necessary in order to continue brain ca¬
pacity; and in order to raise the level of capacity,
increased effort is necessary. Previous activity
alone produces capacity; continued activity alone
continues capacity ; and increased activity alone
increases capacity.
The previous activity that produces capacity
is either ancestral or individual. In biological
descent the individual only represents one link
in a chain of activity. The person gets his abil¬
ity from the line of his ancestry—receives it at a
certain level, and maintains or raises it solely by
his own activity. Heredity means no more than
the continuance in the line of the habits of ac¬
tion established in the ancestor. Of the two
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elements of intelligence which I have mentioned,
viz. : capacity to think and knowledge, capacity
is inherited, knowledge is not. Knowledge has
to be acquired, but by far the greater part and
the best part of the capacity is inherited from
ancestry, and is the result of previous ancestralbrain exercise.
Brain abilities are not constant qualities; they
vary in the life of the person and in the line of
descent according to habits of thought. Prac¬
tice alone produces ; practice alone continues ;
and increased practice alone increases brain abil¬
ities.
According to these rules, our high-grade intel¬
lectual person is the result of previous ancestral
and individual intellectual practice, and is, at
the same time, ethical to a high degree, because
of high-grade ancestral and individual ethical
practice. The highest type of man, the one
highly intelligent and highly ethical, is solely
the result of the practice of both these kinds ofbrain work, and can occur only in that sort of
advanced society which has been active and in¬
dustrious, so as to have necessitated brain activ¬
ity on the part of its members, and in that sort
of society where the study and observance of
high ethical rules are a constant practice.
No community, no matter how civilized, is
uniform in its membership ; we can find low
types of men everywhere. In the most advanced
society its membership will grade from the high¬
est type
—
highly intelligent and highly ethical,
to the lowest
—
very ignorant and very immoral.
Brain abilities are not constant qualities. There
is no constant level of capacity; it rises and falls
according as the brain is practiced or not prac¬
ticed.
While, therefore, we may state that activity
improves capacity, we can with equal accuracy
assert that inactivity lowers capacity. Much
—probably most—ofthe impaired or lowered brain
capacity in society comes from brain idleness.
Functional capacity begins at once to lapse if
functional brain activity is abated. We witness
this on all sides : whatever conditions, due to
wealth or poverty, conduce to lessen functional
brain work, tend to impair intellectual capacity
to think, and the ethical sense to do right. In
the idle wealthy ranks and in the idle poor ranks
we find most degeneracy. The active, indus¬
trious middle class carry the main current of
improvement. Improvement is only found where
there is activity, and degeneracy is always an
accompaniment to idleness. Society sloughs off
at its two inactive idle extremes. If you study
the conditions that lead to brain work on the
one hand, and those that lead to a cessation
from brain work on the other, you have much of
the secret of improvement and of degeneracy, in
the individual, in the family, in the community,
and in the nation. There is in this way a very
ready, because a very physiological, explanation
of much that otherwise is strange and difficult to
understand. Families lapse from wealthy posi¬
tions into poverty in the course of one or two
generations, because the necessities for brain
work having been removed, degeneracy comes
with the condition of inactivity. Races and
nations readily follow the same course. A very
large proportion of the incompetent and the
vicious elements of society is made up of the
lapsed members—of those whose lines of capacity
point downward. Almost every family can be
said to be tending towards survival or towards
elimination, and the cause of their tendency can
be readily learned by observing whether their
brain habits are active or inactive.
The competitions of active, industrious society
determine the levels of its members. The incom¬
petent poor classes become poorer, occupy unfa¬
vorable and unhealthy positions, and eliminate
rapidly; while wealth induces idleness and de¬
generacy, and consequent inability to add to, or
to even hold to the property that parental or
ancestral capacity may have provided ; in time
the rich disappear, or " the top rail goes to the
bottom," to be eliminated in the poor ranks. In
our rapidly changing American society, it is
very common to find in the second or third gen¬
eration the relics of once wealthy families, unable
now to compete successfully for a living because
of degeneracy in intellectual ability, and with
ethical habits alongside the very lowest.
I have probably said enough to warrant the
statement that brain activity alone induces brain
capacity, and that brain inactivity induces brain
incapacity.
In this observation, we notice that there is
only one way of improving capacity, namely, by
activity; but when we turn to the converse prop¬
osition, we recognize there are several ways of
lowering it. Inactivity, I have said, induces
most of the incompetency, but it does not pro¬
duce all. It does it by impairing the brain's
ability; but the brain's ability is also lowered by
whatever else, in any other way, impairs or in¬jures its structure. Functional capacity depends
upon structural integrity. Any defect, injury or
disease of the brain lowers its capacity ; and wejudge the pathological disability by the same
tests that we use in grading physiological disa¬
bility; that is, we witness there is always more
or less impairment in intellectual and ethical
capacities in brains pathologically impaired. In
all our insane asylums we find persons who once
were graded high in intellectual and ethical
abilities, now sadly lowered in both these quali¬
fications. We estimate the insane by the same
tests we estimate the sane. In a large majority
of cases the decision is easily made. It is only
in those cases when the insane degree of disabil¬
ity is not yet quite reached, but is approaching,
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and it is necessary to anticipate it, and in those
cases when the disability is transient and ques¬
tionable, that the expert is required.
The methods of brain degeneracy I have thus
far mentioned are, foremost and principally, brain
idleness, and next, those pathological conditions
which are the results of disease, injury or defect;
but there are other causes at work in society, by
some not recognized or classed as pathological,
which question I won't stop to discuss ; and
these causes, in my opinion, are very potent
—probably, next to brain idleness, the most potent
in modern brain degeneracy. I allude to the
widespread and abundant use of brain drugs, the
principal one of which is alcohol. Next to
brain inactivity, I believe brain injury with
drugs, especially alcohol, produces most modernbrain degeneracy. In proportion as the amount
of alcohol in the circulation is increased, in addi¬
tion to a lessening of sensibility, we witness a
gradual lessening of intellectual ability. Thisdeclines through descending stages from the
condition in which we describe the person as a
"little off," intellectual capacity slightly low¬
ered, judgment and accuracy of thought slightly
defective, to that condition where there is entire
loss, and the man is a temporary dement.
In proportion, too, to the amount of alcohol
taken, we witness ethical ability to be lowered,
and the cerebral disability in this particular will
be exhibited in descending stages, reaching from
slight loss ofthe sense of propriety and decorum
to that condition in which the person is such a
nuisance, or is so degenerous to his associates,
that he reaches the degree of temporary mania,
and has to be restrained.
These effects of alcohol upon the brain will
vary in different persons. Callous brains exhibit
impairment to a degree than more sensitive ones;
low grade brains reach the savage level sooner
than highly advanced ones, and defective, injured
or diseased brains exhibit their failures in the
lines of their déficiences.
The length of time, also, that the alcohol use
is continued increases the degree of disability.
A single debauch can be readily recovered from,but long-continued use leaves such impairment
that only in rare cases does complete recovery
ensue.
Sometimes we have these conditions all super¬
vene in the same person; that is, we have a con¬
siderable quantity taken by a brain already weak
or defective, and the drinking is continued a long
time. This is the case with the majority of those
whom we call inebriates. In a majority of cases
the brain of the inebriate is originally low-grade,
and nothing could be done to more effectually
lower its capacity still further. But it matters
not whether there is original weakness or not, a
sufficient quantity, long continued, will bring
down, in intellectual and ethical capacity, the
most advanced brain to the level of the lowest.
Whenever an idle, incompetent brain is rendered
still more incompetent by the chemical effect of
a drug, degeneracy and the consequent elimina¬
tion of the person and his lines of descent is
rapid indeed ; and this happens not nearly so
much by the injury to other structures and
organs of the body, so as to induce death direct¬
ly, but, because the injury to the brain places
the person, by his loss of intellectual and ethical
capacity, in unfavorable, poor and vicious sur¬
roundings and indirectly causes the elimination
of himself and his line.
Brain injury with drugs produces a great deal
of modern brain degeneracy, and, in connection
with brain idleness, is an exceedingly rapid elim¬
inator in society. The popular and indiscreet
use of alcohol, nicotine, opium, and similar
drugs, is a very potent factor in modern degen¬
eracy.
The application of the above principles to the
explanation, on the one hand, of success and sur¬
vival, and on the other, of failure and elimina¬
tion, is very interesting.
We are very apt to lose sight of the rapid rate
of human elimination. What is a possible or
normal rate of increase is never reached by any
people ; causes of elimination are constantly at
work to keep the increase below the normal rate.
If every human female who is born reached adult
life, and bore a reasonable number of children,
directly, there would not be standing-room in the
world. The grade of brain ability, as I have
said, is the factor that, more than anything else,
determines a person's position in the world; and
a physiological consideration of the causes that
lead to increase or decrease of these faculties is
seldom heard ; yet it is a most rational way of
dealing with the subject.
Before I close, I think it will prove interesting
if I apply some of the physiological principles I
have been enumerating to a broader field, and as
briefly as possible show how the rise and fall of
races run on the same principles that individu¬
als rise and fall in society.
A race is an aggregate of similar individuals
—or, more properly, of similar lines of descent.
What determines the grade of a race is the level
of the aggregate capacity of these lines. The
centre of the aggregate potentiality of the race,
in the progress of its social dynamics upwards or
downwards, varies as an individual's ; with, of
course, less sudden variations, because of the
overlapping of generations—still it never, or sel¬
dom long, remains at the same level. Just as
much as with the individual, it takes continuous
activity to keep up capacity in the race, and in¬
activity lowers capacity.
We often hear it stated that a race or nation
degenerated because they forgot the instructions
or accumulated experiences of their forefathers.
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The forgetting or the not heeding had very little
to do with it. The records of the accumulated
experiences of a race's previous history are al¬
ways abundant, and the alarmed, but gradually
thinning ranks of their leaders are continually pro¬
claiming and preaching and teaching them; but
the secret of their gradual decline in prestige and
power, and comparative influence among other
races, lies, as is often the case with the individual
in society, in gradual abatement and stopping of
previous brain industry and activity. An active
race soon reaches a stage of comparative excel¬
lence and wealth and power, so as to be relieved
of the immediate competitive necessity for con¬
tinued exertion. When this is the case, it is just
as much " human nature " in the aggregate ofindividuals, as in the single individual, to stopfurther exertion and exercise.
The ancient Semitic races, who once inhabited
western Asia and ancient Egypt, and who long
antedated the Aryans of Europe in civilization,
grew powerful first and then rich, stopped activity
and declined in excellence.
It matters not whether you locate the origin of
the Aryan races in the centre of Asia or in cen¬
tral Europe, as is more recently advocated ; whenfirst known, they were an active, combative, com¬
petitive people in Europe, considered by the an¬
cient Assyrians, Phonicians and Egyptians asbarbarous and semi-civilized. Those Aryans who
occupied the peninsulas of ancient Greece and
Italy, caught up first the civilizations of Asia and
Egypt, because they were nearest to them. An
active, progressive, advancing race, like the in¬
dividual, is acquisitive of knowledge as well as
wealth. They learned from their advanced neigh¬
bors, and by activity themselves became powerful
in knowledge and resources; then conquered andplundered the old Semitics, and rose to be the
excellent and leading races of Greece and Rome.
Greece, the one nearest to the Semitics, improved
first and declined first.
In time, the same physiological processes took
place with the people of Greece and Rome. They
waxed comparatively excellent, the necessity for
further exertion was relieved, and they turned
the pinnacle of excellence and began the decline
of the other side because of brain degeneracy—
not because they had not the accumulated wisdom
and wealth of the world, but because the aggre¬
gate of their brain capacity lowered in level for
the want of the continued brain practice and ex¬
ercise necessary to keep them up. .The aggregate
capacity of the nation to think and to act
ethically declined.
Defended by the mountains to the north of
them from their kindred Aryan races of central
Europe, and having thoroughly demolished the
races south of them, the Empire of Greece, and
of Rome particularly, had abundant time of idle¬
ness and inaction to become thoroughly degener-
ate ; so, when the hordes from the north poured
over the mountains, these empires sank easily.
The darkness that followed the submergence of
these ancient civilizations, was for a time so com¬
plete and dense, because the Goths and Vandals
were themselves not able to appreciate and appro¬
priate the civilizations that they destroyed. They
conquered Rome too soon, before they were them¬
selves ready for it. "The dark ages " were the
result ; and if it had not been for the Arabs in
Alexandria, who worked round the coast of
North Africa, and into Spain, keeping up the
lamp of civilization, with the help of the Jews
and Greeks they imported to teach them, the
light of civilization would have b^en almost to¬
tally submerged. The Moors of Spain took event¬
ually the same old routine course, before thegradually improving Aryans of central Europe ;
in their turn became rich, inactive, and disap¬
peared.
Those Aryan nations of Europe who to-day
hold their positions of highest excellence in the
world, have solely reached their eminence by
their improved brain abilities—the result of gen¬
erations on generations of advancing brain prac¬
tice.
A semi-civilized king of Asia or North Africa
may think in his visit to London, if he had all
the wealth and vast material resources of Eng¬
land transported to his country, his would be a
nation equally as great. Nothing is more mis¬
taken. The only way for his people to reach the
proud eminence of excellence of the British Is¬
landers, is for them to have gone through the
same long processes of industrious, persevering,
high-ordered brain practice, similar to that,
through which these people have passed. It is
the work of generations, and cannot be donated
in a day.
In this connection, it is interesting to notice
to what degrees and at what levels the different
savage, barbarous, semi-civilized races of the
world have appropriated the civilization of Eu¬
rope, as it has, in the intercommunication of
modern commerce and travel, and by teachers,
been conveyed to them. There are hundreds of
illustrations in the world of the fact, that a low
grade race accepts and runs advanced civilizationjust at the level of their inherent ability. A
singular observation, connected with this fact—
often some test of competitive ability, in war for
instance—is necessary to show the superiority of
the advanced race to the inferior one, so as to
make it ready to appreciate and learn.
The inhabitants of the Pacific and Indian
Ocean Islands are good illustrations of these
principles. Those inhabitants, who by ethno¬
logical tests show themselves to be descendants
of the more advanced races of Eastern Asia, have
appropriated civilization at more rapid rates than
those types similar to the races of Southern
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Asia and Africa. At one extreme, we may men¬
tían the notable examples of the Sandwich Is¬
landers and the Hoovas of Madagascar, both of
Eastern Asia types ; and at the other extreme,
the Andaman Islanders and the inhabitants of
Tasmania and New Zealand, of African type.
Of the Eastern Asiatics, the Japanese exhibit,
in all particulars, more activity, and consequent¬
ly more progressiveness, than tne Chinese, the
Malays or Burmah races. The ancient civiliza¬
tions of these races were among the first in
the world, but, in the case of the Chinese par¬
ticularly, the rigidity of too crowded a popula-lation suppresses improving activity.
I could take the range of the world to illus¬
trate these principles, but have not the time. It
may prove more instructive to come closer home.
In America we have three very distinct types
of men—the Indians, the Africans and the Euro¬
pean whites.
It is a remarkable fact, low-grade races melt
away and disappear in the presence of the more
advanced ones. In modern times they are not
exterminated by war; very few are killed out ;
still, they rapidly disappear. Whole tribes con¬
tiguous to the English and European colonies
in Africa have disappeared, and in Australia
they are melting away like our Indians. The
last Tasmanian has been said recently to have
died, and the English government, out of sym¬
pathy, has recently been gathering together the
few natives of New Zealand as ethnological curi¬
osities.
When an advanced race, as the Europeans in
America, for instance, occupy the country of a
low-grade race, and attempted to force them to
assume the methods of civilization, the change
of the brain habits of thought is too sudden for
the inferior race to assume. In civilized society,
as I have shown, persons of low intellectual and
ethical abilities occupy the eliminating grades.
To force an inferior people, never practiced or
trained in the habits of industrial competitive
thought, into the ranks of a civilized race, is
equivalent to forcing them into the eliminating
grade of that society. The Indians have no¬
where been able to enter into industrial competi¬
tive life with the Europeans and survive, but,
wherever it is attempted, they simply assume the
position they are capable of taking ; in common
language, they become poor and vicious, and
are eliminated along with the eliminating whites.
The vice of civilized society, to which they take
with avidity, is alcohol drinking ; and nothing
contributes more rapidly to increase their inconi-
petency and viciousness. As with low-grpde
individuals in advanced society, alcohol is a
most rapid eliminator of low-grade races. The
general government, in its management of the
Indians, finds it has to prevent their access to
alcohol, and the missionary among them, in his
endeavors to arrest the current of their downward
degeneracy, finds his efforts futile, if drink is
allowed. The elimination of the Indian races is
due principally to these causes; first, it is impos¬
sible for the Indian to assume so suddenly the
habits of civilized thought which are necessary
in order to prevent elimination. For the same
reasons the hyena and eagle in confinement be¬
come unprolific and defective in descent, so does
the Indian ; and he often adds rapidly to his
degeneracy by drink habits.
When the Spaniards discovered America, they
set out at once to enslaving the Indians. They
did this first on a large scale in the West Indies,
by the hundreds of thousands. The sudden
change of brain habits was so severe and extreme
that these races exterminated excessively. To¬
day there is hardly a relic to be found. They
proved so unsuitable for slaves, the Spaniards
had soon to import Africans.
The Africans, from the remotest antiquity,
have been preyed upon by other races for slaves.
From the eastern side of the continent, next to
Asia, they have been raided most, and are still
so to-day. On the west coast, whence America
received her slaves, they had been before that
for thousands of years unmolested and least
mixed with Asiatics. They had, among them¬
selves, varied to some extent into grades, accord¬
ing to activity, climate and surroundings. The
lowest types of men in the world were found
among them, while some were somewhat ad¬
vanced. The characteristic that rendered them
suitable for slaves was, they were passive in dis¬
position, and would bear pressure and moulding.
After African slavery had begun in the West
Indies, it was soon extended to the continent.
The two hundred years that slavery continued
in the United States under its extreme artificial
conditions, it exerted powerful modifying influ¬
ences upon both the Africans and their European
masters.
The Africans, for four or five generations, un¬
derwent forcible practice in very much more
advanced brain activity than they ever performed
before. The African, originally, with very mod¬
erate exceptions an abject savage, was rapidly
made to assume the language, dress, customs and
conventionalities of the whites, and practice
their habits of thought as far as he was able to
understand and imitate them. Each one may be
said to have had a private tutor of his own. It
is true, the master's interests directed and largely
controlled their brain practice; selfishly, in many
cases, he directed his slave's habits and labors ;
still, involved in all such work, was brain exer¬
cise of a higher order than the African ever prac¬
ticed before. His muscles were exercised, his
food directed, and his improved sanitary condi¬
tion brought his average general health to a
higher level. At the time of their emancipation
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there could not, in my opinion, have been found
in the world six millions of people, in a body, to
excel the American slaves in three essential par¬
ticulars—general healthfulness, prolificness, and
sobriety. These excellences were the results of
two or three hundred years of artificial selection
and improvement. In brain work, higher intel¬
lectual and ethical practice and instruction was
the result of simple association with the whites,
as well as the result of direct efforts on the part
of the whites to improve them. The selfish in¬
terests of the whites dictated, probably, most of
their efforts ; still, some were incited by the
highest altruistic motives. Upon the whole, the
American negro emerged from slavery improved
above his original grade in intellectual and eth¬
ical capacities; and his was an example of more
rapid advancement than has ever been witnessed
before in such a type of people in such numbers.
The national processes of improvement by
activity, and of deterioration by inactivity, had
obtained to some extent among the tribes of
Africa, which made slight variations in the types
imported as slaves, and probably still hold in
the grades among them; but the artificial and
forcible influences which obtained all during
slavery, by training, association and education,
and are still continuing, in the efforts made to
improve and govern them, together with mis¬
cegenation, have tended to advance some few
lines toward comparative ability to compete, and
toward continuance and survival; but the large
majority are taking their natural level in the
eliminating grades of society, and prove an incu¬
bus upon the country's progress. The race is
certainly letting down in the three particulars in
which they excelled-—of healthfulness of sys¬
tem, of prolificness, and of sobriety. Among
those, braced up by, and floating along with, the
currents of activity established and maintained
by the whites, most examples of improvement
are found. But in these sections, where they
are in large majorities, and left to their own ex¬
ertions, intellectual and ethical deterioration is
very apparent. Statistics show very rapid elim¬
ination of them in the towns and cities, where
competitions with the whites force them into
most unfavorable surroundings.
That the negro, in the South, is seen to fill
the prisons, the police courts and the peniten¬
tiaries is an exhibition of a natural condition ;
he is living under a civilization and a code of
laws that he is not able himself to formulate or
maintain. He fails ethically, as well as intel¬
lectually, in larger proportions than the whites,
because he is not as capable in maintenance of
the kind of activity his surroundings demand.
But I have not the time to pursue this question
further.
It is only necessary, generally, in the case of
the European whites in this country, to apply
these principles, to have ready solutions of the
changes going on in our different communities
and in our national society. The wholesale im¬
portation of the degenerating classes of the old
world is having a most deteriorating influence
upon our national, intellectual and ethical level.
As the good of society feels the fluctuations in
the ethical currents first and most, we can see
the deterioration, even in high places, due to
this influence. Brains degenerated in capabili¬
ties, by the rigidity of the strata in European
society, which prevents all kinds of activity,
except muscle drudgery, are filling our land
faster than the three or four generations neces¬
sary to elevate them can counteract. We have
not yet invented a cerebral dynamometer by
which we can quickly test a man's intellectual
ability and his ethical strength. Such a test,
however, is sadly needed. Persons who fall below
a certain level in these two essential qualifica¬
tions ought not to be allowed to enter the coun¬
try, no matter whether they hail from Europe,
Asia or Africa.
In conclusion, I insist I have been on purely
physiological and professional ground all the
way in this discussion. The corrollaries I would
draw from it are:
i. Brain capacity is solely the result of ances¬
tral and individual brain practice.
2. The test of these qualifications are the
grades of intellectual and ethical abilities, usu¬
ally determined by the level the individual, the
family or the race occupies in competitive life.
3. Degeneracies of brain ability are occasionedby brain inactivity, which is the principal meth¬
od of deterioration ; but whatever injures the
brain structure impairs intellectual and ethical
ability, whether it be traumatism, disease or
defect, or abuse with drugs.
4. A great field for the highest order of public
sanitation is open in this direction, heretofore
almost wholly unoccupied by our profession.
In discussion Dr. Herdman, of Michigan, said:
I, for one, feel like congratulating the mem¬
bers of the Section upon the privilege of listen¬
ing to such a philosophical paper as has just
been read. It seems to me to have presented
topics eminently appropriate for consideration
by this Section. It is a deplorable fact, disheart¬
ening oftentimes to the neurologist and alienist,
that many of the diseases with which he has to
deal in his daily practice are, in the individual,
incurable ; but little can be done for them in one
generation. The causes and influences that have
been at work in bringing about the pathological
change are inherited from the ancestor ; are the
fruit of bad social customs, of imperfect methods
of education.
The work of the neurologist, therefore, as a
student of brain deterioration, carries him beyond
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the immediate to a study of remote causes, which
are the chief factors oftentimes in producing the
result in the individual he is called upon to treat.
Upon us rests the responsibility of pointing out
these far-reaching influences, and herein is the
most encouraging field for the exercise of our
talents as promoters of the welfare of humanity.
It is true, as has been clearly set forth in the
paper, that man, in his evolution to the point of
greatest efficiency, can only attain that end by
healthful exercise of every faculty. Man's con¬
stitution is a trinity composed oíphysical, mental
and moral faculties. The perfect man is the
product of these three acting harmoniously and
carried to the degree of their highest possible
development. They constitute a tripod on which
the superstructure, when symmetrically built,
rests securely. And in the process of develop¬
ment toward the perfect man no one of the three
pillars, upon which the final result depends, can
be ignored. To neglect the physical, the mental
or the moral faculties of his nature ; to cultivate
one at the expense of the other; to fail to observe
the interdependence of the one upon the other,
will produce a greater or less degree of deformity,
and not the perfect man. The central nervous
system is the organism upon which the develop¬
ment of these faculties depends, and by means
of which they find expression. The growth of
the normal structure and function go hand in
hand. What then, we should ask ourselves, are
the causes, the influences at work in the race and
in society; what are the conditions necessary for
obtaining perfection in the harmonious develop¬
ment of man's threefold nature?
These are legitimate subjects for the thought¬
ful consideration and research of every physician
who attempts to enlighten his fellow- man as to
the laws to which his nature is subjected, and
the forces that affect his well-being in its entire¬
ty. And such responsibility rests upon the neu¬
rologist and alienist, perhaps to a greater degree
than upon any other class of practitioners of the
healing art. In him do we expect to find a store¬
house of all truth, so far as discovered, which
has a bearing upon the evolution or dissolution
of man's brain. What then is the value of the
discussion of this or that agent in the pharma¬
copoeia in some particular disease, as compared
with a study of these principles, which underlie
an entire class of pathological conditions?
There is at the present time a strong convic¬
tion among neurologists, which is shared by oth¬
ers in the medical profession and by thoughtfnl
men and women among the laity as well, that the
man addicted to the use of alcohol in excess is a
sufferer from disease ; that his brain has under¬
gone functional, if not structural, change, which
renders him as incapable of self-control as the
idiotic or the insane, and that this condition of
irresponsibility is not confined alone to those
times when his blood is saturated with alcohol
from recent indulgence or debauch—but that
during the intervals of drunkenness he is inca¬pable of acting as a sane man, and should there¬
fore be dealt with, not as a criminal to be turned
over to the police only in some fit of bacchana¬
lian excess, but is at all times, until pronounced
cured by competent judges, a fit subject for the
hospital or the asylum.
This and other social problems of no less im¬
port and wide-reaching applications, come within
the legitimate range of our purpose; are rather
the most vital questions for discussion by the
members of this Section, and the paper which
has just been read points out the road along
which, as a company of specialists, we can do
the greatest good to our fellow-men.
Dr. Hughes said he desired to express his ap¬
preciation of the worth and excellence of the
paper. He was glad to see papers of this kind
brought before the Section. Formerly physio¬
logical psychology was a subject that emptied
the room, but this to a great extent had been
changed by Maudsley and Spencer. These writ¬
ers had attracted general medical attention. Pa¬
pers of this kind will do much to settle psychical
hygiene for both the individual and society.
THE VIRILE AND OTHER NERVOUS
REFLEXES.
Read before the Section of MedicalJurisprudence and Neurology, atthe Forty-second Annual Meeting of the American Medical Asso¬
ciation, held at Washington, D. C, May, i8gi.
BY C. H. HUGHES, M.D.,
OF ST. LOUIS,
PROFESSOR OF NEUROLOGY IN MARION-SIMS COLLEGE OF MEDI¬
CINE, ETC.
In a previous communication on this subject{vide Alienist and Neurologist for January, 1891),
I have called attention to the fact that in a per¬
fectly healthy individual, whose spinal cord is
entirely normal, especially in its genitospinal
center, placed supine on a couch without head¬
rest, nude about the loins, the sheath of the
penis made tense by clasping the foreskin with
the left index finger and thumb at about the
place of the fraenum, and pulling it firmly toward
the umbilicus, placing the middle, ring and little
finger low down upon the dorsum of the virile
organ, the dorsum or sides of the penis, near the
perineal extremity, then sharply precussed, a
quick and very sensible reflex motor response or
retraction of the bulbo-ca\-ernous portion will be
felt to result from this sudden percussional im¬
pression, like that which follows, though less
pronounced, in the testicles, after sensory irrita¬
tion of the inner aspect of the thighs, and known
as the cremasteric reflex, with this difference
only, the cremasteric reflex is a sudden upward
movement of the testicle of the side irritated,
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